As our intrepid museum worker, I. M. Hero, his mentor, the great compiler, and the staff at the museum begin to implement their plan.

Deteriora summons her next agent of destruction, calling upon...

The lovely, the dreaded...

Ultra Violet!!!

Ultra Violet's strength lies in her damaging rays.

By opening blinds and turning on lights, she can make papers yellow and pigments fade. In short, she can make history disappear forever!
Ultra Violet unleashes her powers upon the museum’s collection storage.

Later, the compiler finds evidence of Ultra Violet’s subtle damage...

My teachers always said I was a bright girl!

So our hero dispatches a message for assistance.

For me?

The wise and learned conservator has seen many threats to the collections, and she sends off a speedy reply!

From: I. M. Hero
To: The Conservator

To stop Ultra violet’s light STOP
Put UV filters on fluorescent lights STOP
Put UV film on windows STOP
Full down blinds STOP
Keep artifacts in the dark STOP
Good luck!
while the great compiler stores the primary source away from the light.

then, hero and the compiler equip themselves with uv film and uv filters to do battle with ultra violet!

our hero sets about closing the blinds, dimming ultra violet's power.

oh, no! they've found me!

but they can't stop me!
quickly they corner ultra violet...

and began wrapping her in uv film...

what yet might the forces of evil have in store for hero and the intrepid museum staff? and who will we meet in the next chapter? tune in next time for the answers...

extinguishing her light and bringing her damage to an end!

nooooo....

poof!!!